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NITROGEN IN 79035 AGGLUTINATES: Kemdge J. F. et al. 

Residues from these pyrolyses were kept for subsequent transfer to another system for further pyrolysis to 17000C 
to extract spallogenic N. 

Results are illustrated in Fig. 1. Comparison of that figure with the analogous one for 79035 ilmenite [I] shows 
that they are very similar, though the amounts of N released by agglutinates exceed, by a factor of about five, those 
released by ilmenites, presumably due to a volumecorrelated component. Clearly, agglutinates in this size range 
are not responsible for the -243O100 component. Furthemore, the N contents of these agglutinates (20 and 26ppm), 
compared with whole-rock values (93ppm [6]; 114ppm[9]), are surprisingly low. For comparison, soil sample 
12023 yielded 127ppmN in agglutinates and 70ppmN for the whole rock [2]. (Note, however, that our 79035 
ilmenite data [I] agree closely with those from Minnesota [7] in both abundance and isotopic composition.) Either 
agglutinates in the size range studied here are not representative of agglutinates as a whole, or agglutinates in 
regolith breccias are depleted in N relative to those in soils. Size fractions of mature soil 69941. with a bulk 
agglutinate content probably close to that of 79035, showed only a slight lowering of 615N with decreasing grain 
size [4], though a <38pm fraction of submature soil 79261 yielded 6 1 5 ~  values during stepwise pyrolysis that were 
systematically lighter than those for the >38ym fraction by some tens per mil [6]. 

We therefore conclude that ow study of 79035 separates gives no indication that N components in agglutinates 
are either older than those in ilrnenites or pyroxenes, or have sampled a lighter N reservoir. In fact, ow  data are 
consistent with 79035 agglutinates having incorporated N identical in abundance and isotopic composition to that 
trapped in ilmenites. The host phase of the lightest N component(s), and indeed the major host phase of N in 
79035, remain unidentified. 
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Figure 1. Isotopic composition of agglutinates separated from regolith breccia 79035. as a function of percentage of 
N released. Note that N released during combustion at 4 W C  is not included and that 1040°C was the maximum 
pyrolysis temperature. All steps were by pyrolysis except those marked with a "c" which employed combustion. 
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